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DaTSCAN activity in the HUG

1st DaTSCAN
performed on 
october 2003 as per December 5 2012october 2003 as per December 5, 2012

To date 916To date, 916 
DaTSCAN performed

in 894 patients



What does DaTSCAN really assess ?

    = = DaTSCANDaTSCAN= = DaTSCANDaTSCAN



DaTSCAN: Qualitative 
assessment

Normal and symmetrical activity in 
both putamen and caudate nucleip

Grade 1: asymmetrically reduced 
putamen activity

Grade 2: bilaterally
reduced putamen uptake

Grade 3: severely reduced or nearly 
absent uptake bilaterally



DaTSCAN: Semi-quantitative assessment

Controls (N=34)
PD patients (N=83)D p ( )

Parameters:

S i tit ti• Semi-quantitative 
uptake values:

- striatum: > 1.8

d t : > 2 2- caudate: > 2.2

- putamen: > 1.5

• Degree of asymmetry

Ctls: 3-8 %

PD: 15-27 %

R R RL L L

• Caudate/putamen ratio

Ctls: 1.4

Striatum Caudate Putamen PD: 4.0



DaTSCAN: Automated analysis using BRASSy g

Mean reference image Regions of interest

BRASS™ (Brain Registration & Analysis Software Suite), Hermes Medical Solutions



Factors affecting DaTSCAN uptake: AgeFactors affecting Da S AN uptake  Age

N=32



Factors affecting DaTSCAN uptake: 
MedicationsMedications



DaTSCAN uptake according to 
H h  & Y h    PD Hoehn & Yahr stages in PD patients

Controls (N=34): R+L striatum/2Controls (N=34): R+L striatum/2
PD patients (N=83): More affected striatum

~40 %~40 %

Hohn & Yahr stages



DaTSCAN in parkinsonism: What for ?
To demonstrate presynaptic parkinsonism, particularly in early disease

To resolve diagnostic uncertainty in the setting of: - elderly subjectsTo resolve diagnostic uncertainty in the setting of: - elderly subjects

- essential tremor

- vascular parkinsonismp

- drug-induced parkinsonism

- psychogenic parkinsonism

- focal dystonia

- dopa-responsive dystonia

DaTSCAN™ does not reliably separate PD from MSA, PSP or CBD

To investigate dementia, particularly when associated with parkinsonismg p y p

To follow disease progression

To assess neuroprotective or neurorestorative interventions

To study pre-motor PD



Usefulness of DaTSCAN in CUPS

normal abnormal

Healthy subjects Parkinson’s diseaseSWEDD

Tremors: essential, dystonic, drug-
induced, rubral, cerebellar, 

neuropathic

Genetic parkinsonisms: PARK 1,2,6, 
7,8 / SCA 2, 3

Drug-induced parkinsonism
DLB

PSP
Vascular parkinsonism

Psychogenic parkinsonism

CBD

MSA-P, MSA-C

p

Focal and other dystonias

AD Wilson’s disease

CBD



Randomised, open-label, single-dose, prospective,

J Neurol Neurosurg Psychiatry 2012;83:620-628

, p , g , p p ,
multicentre, comparative clinical trial

CUPS when:
- only one of the three cardinal signs ofy g

parkinsonism (36%)
- two signs without bradykinesia (17%)
- atypical signs (56%)
- signs of mild intensityg y
- poor response to levodopa (20%)
- lack of disease progression

N = 273, DaTSCAN = 135, controls = 138, ,

Baseline visit followed by 3 follow-up visits (1, 3, 12
months )

Primary endpoint: change in clinical  diagnosis and
management



Se   Sp    PPV   NPV

0 79 0 97 0 98 0 670.79   0.97   0.98   0.67

diagnostic accuracy: 84 %

0.97   0.98   0.99   0.94

diagnostic accuracy: 98 %

Reassessment of data from two published
0.98   0.67   0.79   0.97

di ti 84%
p

studies:

DP008–003 and PDT304

diagnostic accuracy: 84%

Sensitivity, specificity, diagnostic accuracy,
and predictive values were calculated with the:

- clinical diagnosis taken as standard of truth

0.99   0.94   0.97   0.98

diagnostic accuracy: 98 %g

- DaTSCAN taken as standard of truth
NOT




